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Minimum price cuts drinking by half a pint a week 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-49831575  

The introduction of minimum pricing for alcohol in Scotland appears to have cut drinking, a study 

suggests. Since May 2018, the price of alcohol has had to be at least 50p per unit. The study 

published in the British Medical Journal looked at how much alcohol was bought in shops before and 

after the move up to the end of 2018. It found the amount purchased per person per week fell by 

1.2 units - the equivalent of just over half a pint of beer or a measure of spirits. […] 

Source: BBC news, 26 September 2010 

 

One in four wealthy Scots drinking too much every week 

https://www.heraldscotland.com/news/17924399.one-four-wealthy-scots-drinking-much-every-

week/  

AFFLUENT Scots are far more likely than any other group to have hazardous or harmful drinking 

patterns, according to the latest research on the nation’s health. More than one in four (27 per cent) 

Scots living in the wealthiest postcodes exceed the 14 unit-a-week alcohol limits compared to 18% in 

the poorest, with the well-off also the least likely in the population to be non-drinkers. […] 

Source: The Herald, 25 September 2019 

 

Fewer deaths after minimum alcohol pricing, Glasgow doctors say 

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/fewer-deaths-after-minimum-alcohol-pricing-glasgow-doctors-

say-0p0cjf93l  

Drink-related deaths plunged in Glasgow after Scotland set a minimum price for alcohol, researchers 

have revealed. The statistics provide one of the first signs that the policy could be having a beneficial 

effect on public health. Doctors working in the city said that deaths directly caused by drink dropped 

by 21.5 per cent last year, when the policy of charging at least 50p per unit was introduced. […] 

Source: The Times, 19 September 2019 
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Charity calls for alcohol minimum pricing to be extended across UK 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-scotland-49742175  

A charity has called for Scotland's minimum unit pricing policy for alcohol (MUP) to be rolled out 

across the UK. It followed the publication of evidence suggesting MUP has had a significant impact 

on drinking patterns. Data presented at a conference in Glasgow suggested alcohol-related deaths in 

the city had fallen by 21.5%. The policy was introduced in May 2018, but organisers said there was 

already an indication it was working - and should be more widely applied. […] 

Source: BBC news, 19 September 2019 

 

Roses are held high in memory of loved ones 

https://www.inverness-courier.co.uk/news/roses-are-held-high-in-memory-of-loved-ones-183468/  

SCORES of red roses were held aloft before being thrown into the River Ness in memory of loved 

ones struck down by addiction. The poignant gesture marked the start of the first Recovery Walk 

Scotland march to be held in Inverness. More than 2000 survivors, friends and families congregated 

beside the Ness River before marching through the city on Saturday. While it was an emotional day 

of remembrance for many, the event was also described as a joyous celebration of recovery by 

organisers. […] 

Source: Inverness Courier, 25 September 2019 

 

Impact of alcohol minimum pricing on homeless to be studied 

https://stv.tv/news/west-central/1440968-impact-of-alcohol-minimum-pricing-on-homeless-to-be-

studied/  

A university will study the impact of alcohol minimum pricing in Scotland on homeless people. 

Researchers will explore how the legislation has affected homeless drinkers since coming into force 

last May. Scientists at Glasgow Caledonian University will lead the study and work with colleagues at 

the University of Stirling, Edinburgh's Heriot-Watt University and the University of Victoria in 

Canada. […] 

Source: STV news, 23 September 2019 

 

Alcohol advice for pregnant women – a lost opportunity to communicate new guidelines 

https://theconversation.com/alcohol-advice-for-pregnant-women-a-lost-opportunity-to-

communicate-new-guidelines-122567  
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Pregnant women in the UK are now officially advised to consume no alcohol at all. These guidelines, 

from the Chief Medical Officer (CMO), were issued in January 2016, and replaced a previous 

recommendation that women should limit themselves to one or two units of alcohol, once or twice 

per week, and not get drunk. But how widely were these more recent guidelines promoted, and how 

well did such an important message get passed on to mothers-to-be? In our recent study, we 

examined awareness and implementation among midwives. And our findings show that more than 

three years after the guidelines were published, only 58% said they were of aware of them. […] 

Source: The Conversation, 23 September 2019 

 

We need to talk about the pressure to drink at university 

https://metro.co.uk/2019/09/24/we-need-to-talk-about-the-pressure-to-drink-at-university-

10794766/?ito=cbshare 

I had never drunk excessively – to the point where I was unable to speak clearly – until I came to 

university. When I arrived, I joined a sports team, which are notorious for their ‘inventive’ initiation 

rituals (most of which include alcohol). It is a toxic culture in which your ability to partake in the 

drinking is almost as important as your sporting ability. And getting drunk, so much so that you are 

violently vomiting or pass out, is seen as an achievement. […] 

Source: Metro, 24 September 2019 

 

Improving the delivery of brief interventions for heavy drinking in primary healthcare 

https://findings.org.uk/PHP/dl.php?file=Anderson_P_18.txt&s=ml  

Summary: The EU-funded ODHIN trial tested strategies to promote screening and brief interventions 

for risky drinking in primary health care units in five European countries. The featured article reports 

impacts on screening and brief intervention while the strategies were in place. Our account also 

draws on the study’s plan and registration documents, the follow-up sub-study testing whether the 

effects of the strategies persisted six months after they ended, and cost-effectiveness estimates 

from three of the countries, also analysed separately for the Effectiveness Bank. […] 

Source: Drug&AlcoholFindings, 31 August 2019 

 

People are being sober-shamed for giving up alcohol 

https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/sober-shaming-alcohol-alcohol-free-sober-

110621136.html?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS91cmw_cmN0

PWomc2E9dCZ1cmw9aHR0cHM6Ly91ay5maW5hbmNlLnlhaG9vLmNvbS9uZXdzL3NvYmVyLXNoYW1

pbmctYWxjb2hvbC1hbGNvaG9sLWZyZWUtc29iZXItMTEwNjIxMTM2Lmh0bWwmY3Q9Z2EmY2Q9Q0

FFWUNTb1VNVEE0TURJME5EVTFNRFEzTURNMU5UVTBNREV5R2pnMU5UVXhaalEzWVRkaFlqVmhZe

kE2WTI5dE9tVnVPbFZUJnVzZz1BRlFqQ05FZDJ0MU5JTGdVVjhtZldsdGFZOEk5T044ajdn&guce_referre
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r_sig=AQAAAIrbacLTbgx6lfquYL8j9In51frHFrYKrKPTaf5fWpRHspNuE7a6Z6QZE792B9Xr5NEwIU1WcxJ

QaYwI-zDA2XTzRHyZ-

tbcppNUJKRV9YhPSRDcfSP_b6H7C0saoeciuTmaMLCBovsXebd6m8dZA7_jxbqnFShC7tXaV8hbBaMQ  

As the headlines about the health risks associated with alcohol consumption continue to cause 

concern, more and more of us are choosing to stay booze-free. According to recent stats two million 

people took part in Alcohol Concern’s Dry January this year and the Office of National Statistics says 

the average person drinks around 40% less than in 2004, with one in five choosing not to drink at all. 

While quitting alcohol can have huge benefits for physical and mental health, the decision to hold 

the gin on a gin and tonic, likely won’t go down well with everyone. New research has revealed that 

the path to conscious drinking doesn’t always run smoothly, particularly for men who want to cut 

down or cut out alcohol entirely. […] 

Source: Yahoo Finance UK, 11 September 2019 

 

How I gave up alcohol for a year and learned to be a better man 

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/health-fitness/body/gave-alcohol-learned-better-man/  

My story to sobriety started on the 30th April 2018 when I decided to give up alcohol for a year. I 

was never an intelligent drinker. I don’t know anything about wine, I don’t like spirits, but I love 

beer. Lager was my vice – I could drink it by the bucketload. Looking back now, I would say that I had 

it under control for 95pc of the time – but there were periods where it would creep up on me and I 

would get to a stage where ‘my sponge was full’. And I now see it would affect me. I would be 

moodier with my family, feel more anxious, exercise less and perform more poorly at work. […] 

Source: Daily Telegraph, 30 August 2019 

 

Brussels sprouts gin launched by Scottish distillery in time for Christmas (?!) 

https://www.dailyrecord.co.uk/news/scottish-news/brussels-sprouts-flavoured-gin-launched-

19398521 

A Scottish gin company has developed the ideal festive treat for fans of Brussels sprouts. Edinburgh 

Based Pickering’s Gin have created the unusual flavour at their Summerhall Distillery - to create the 

world’s first Brussels sprout gin. The company used 10,000 Brussels sprouts in their concoction - 

enough for 2,000 Christmas dinners. […] 

Source: Daily Record, 04 September 2019 

SAVE THE DATE! The Global Alcohol Policy Conference 2020 is taking place in Dublin, Ireland from 
9-11 March next year. For information and to register: https://www.gapc2020.org  
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